Boundary crash data assignment in zonal safety analysis: An iterative approach based on data augmentation and Bayesian spatial model.
Boundary effect refers to the issue of ambiguous allocation of crashes occurred on or near the boundaries of neighboring zones in zonal safety analysis. It results in bias estimates for associate measure between crash occurrence and possible zonal factors. It is a fundamental problem to compensate for the boundary effect and enhance the model predictive performance. Compared to conventional approaches, it might be more reasonable to assign the boundary crashes according to the crash predisposing agents, since the crash occurrence is generally correlated to multiple sources of risk factors. In this study, we proposed a novel iterative aggregation approach to assign the boundary crashes, according to the ratio of model-based expected crash number in adjacent zones. To verify the proposed method, a case study using a dataset of 738 Traffic Analysis Zones (TAZs) from the county of Hillsborough in Florida was conducted. Using Bayesian spatial models (BSMs), the proposed approach demonstrated the capability in reasonably compensating for the boundary effect with better model estimation and predictive performance, as compared to three conventional approaches (i.e., half and half ratio method, one to one ratio method, and exposure ratio method). Results revealed that several factors including the number of intersections, road segment length with 35 mph speed limit, road segment length with 65 mph speed limit and median household income, were sensitive to the boundary effect.